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What Is Happening In Missouri? 
 Exchange 
 The Missouri General Assembly has chosen not to establish a State-Based or a 

Federal/State partnership exchange at this time 
 A Federal Exchange will be established in Missouri on January 1, 2014 
 Open enrollment into the federal exchange is set for October 1, 2013 
Medicaid Expansion 
 The Missouri General Assembly has chosen not to expand Medicaid at this time 
Navigators in Missouri 
 SB 401: Fills the regulatory gap created in the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and ensures that 

anyone working under the cloak of federal authority will be properly educated, trained 
and held accountable for their actions.  This State oversight guarantees that Missouri 
consumers are fully-informed and protected as they make their future health care 
choices. Status: Passed out of the Missouri Senate on May 2, 2013 with a vote of 30-3. It 
will be first read in the Missouri House of Representatives on May 6, 2013. It is hoped 
that it will be second read and passed on to a House Committee by mid-week. 

 SB 262 (Tele-medicine Bill): It is anticipated that the Navigator language in SB 401 will be 
added to this bill by Representative Eric Burlison early this week.   

 Defining Navigators and putting them under State oversight is good for Missouri 
consumers and good for the agent/broker community!!!!  
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Moving ahead, here’s a quick summary of what happened over New Years for the world’s worst group of procrastinators.



Preparing for the Big Year Ahead! 
 2014 is going to bring great 

changes to the world of health 
benefits 

 The kinds of coverage available 
will change, as will the 
requirements and options for 
individuals, employers and 
employees 

 Change can be scary but it’s also 
a time of great opportunity 

 The need for an educated 
insurance broker to guide 
consumers and help them make 
strategic plan decisions is 
greater than ever 



Health Reform Implementation 
Already 

Implemented 
Being 

Implemented 
This Year 

Still to Come 

Grandfathered plan 
requirements and consumer-
directed plan changes 

Summary of coverage 
requirements for all 
plans 

Individual mandate Auto-enrollment for 
groups 200+ 

Small business tax credits for 
purchasing private coverage 

Exchange notification 
requirements for all 
employers 

Employer responsibility/ 
minimum value 
requirements for 50+ groups 

Automatic expansion 
of state small group 
markets to 100 
employees 

Sept. 23rd reforms- all plans 
Dependent coverage to 26  
No pre-ex for children 
Restrictions on rescissions and 
annual/lifetime limits 

Employee FSA 
contributions capped 
at $2,500 

Health insurance 
exchanges,  private coverage 
subsidies and Medicaid 
expansion in willing states 

States can let large 
group join exchanges, 
triggering market 
reforms for all fully-
insured large groups 

Sept. 23rd reforms for non-
grandfathered plans 
Preventive care  
105h nondiscrimination rules 
(enforcement delayed) 
New coverage appeals process   
 

Comparative 
effectiveness research 
funding tax impacts all 
plans 

Insurance market reforms 
and new coverage standards 
for individual/small group 
market plans 

The “Cadillac”  
40% excise tax 
goes into effect for 
all high-value 
group plans, 
including self-
insured plans 

Medical loss ratio requirements Expanded W2 
reporting 

New national premium tax 
for fully-insured plans 







Political Landscape 
Washington’s political dynamic is fractured 
House actions are tempered by conservative pressure and 
tight Democratic majority in the Senate and President 
Obama 
“Show Me” mentality when it comes to the health reform 
law. 
Demonstrating business impact extraordinarily important  

 

States are dealing with a host of health reform issues 
Exchange Decisions 
Medicaid Expansion 
Budget Concerns 
Lack of Information from the Federal Government  
Extreme variances in attitudes about implementation 
including amongst branches of state government 



? 
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Individual Mandate 
Are you: 
• Part of a religious group with an exception 
• Incarcerated 
• Undocumented resident 
• American Indian 
• Pay more than 8% of take-home pay for 

employer coverage 
• So low-income you don’t pay federal  income 

taxes 
• Someone who fall sinto a Medicaid expansion 

coverage hole 
• Some other hardship exemption 

Do you have: 
• Coverage through a job 
• Coverage through an 

exchange/at least bronze 
individual coverage 
• Medicaid, Medicare, 

CHIP 
• Tricare or VA Care 
• Student Health Plan 
• Grandfathered plan 

No 
Penalty 

Penalty 
• 2014—Greater of 1% family income or $95 

adult/$285 family maximum 
• 2015—Greater of 2% family income or $325 

adult/$975 family maximum 
• 2016—Greater of 2.4% family income or $695 

adult/$2085 family maximum 

or 

YES 

NO 



Individual Coverage Subsidies 
Premium tax credit (subsidies) only are available to qualified individuals purchasing 
individual coverage through  health insurance exchanges after January 1, 2014.  

Individuals with family incomes between 100-400%  of the federal poverty level are 
eligible for a premium tax credit. Individuals with family incomes at or below 250% of 
the FPL also qualify for reduced cost-sharing. 
Individuals and their dependents who have been offered coverage through an 
employer that meets an affordability and minimum value test are not eligible to 
purchase coverage through an exchange and get a subsidy.   

If you get a subsidy inappropriately, there will be tax consequences. 

The premium subsidy will come in the form of a refundable and advanceable tax 
credit paid directly to the individual’s insurer. 

The amount of the refundable premium tax credit received is based on the premium 
for the second lowest cost qualified health plan in the exchange (the silver plan) and 
in the rating area where the individual is eligible to purchase coverage.  



The Congressional Budget Office 
estimates that individual market 
premiums are going to be 
between 27-30% higher in 2014.  

The Congressional Budget Office’s Take on the Subsidies 

On average, Exchange 
subsidies will only 

cover approximately 
2/3 of premiums 

The CBO says “[new health care 
law market reforms will] have a 
much greater effect on premiums 
in the nongroup [individual] 
market than in the small group 
market, and they would have no 
measurable effect on premiums in 
the large group market.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This nonpartisan analysis makes it very clear that many people will not be eligible for the subsidies, and that individual coverage will overall be much more expensive than group moving forward.  This may be an incentive for employers considering dropping coverage.  Since management carve outs are essentially prohibited by the law, if an employer drops coverage, everyone needs to go the exchange.



 
Premium Tax Credit’s Varying Impact 
Source:  Kaiser Family Foundation’s Subsidy Calculator 

Individual Family Status Income Percentage of 
income that may be 
spent on health 
insurance 

Estimated value of the employee’s annual tax credit in 
2014 

30 year old with qualified 
employer coverage 

Married, two 
children 

$35,000 9.5% of household 
income 
 

No one in the family qualified to buy subsidized exchange 
coverage 

30 year old with no 
employer coverage 

Single $35,000 
 

9.5% of household 
income 
 

$155 (based on Kaiser Family Foundation’s projection of a 
$3440  annual single premium in 2014) 
Individual’s annual premium costs would be $3325 

30 year old with no 
employer coverage 

Married, two 
children 

$35,000 
 

3.97% of household 
income 

$8,720 (based on Kaiser Family Foundation’s projection of a 
$10,108 annual family premium in 2014) 
Family’s annual premium costs would be $1,388 

45 Year old with qualified 
employer coverage 

Married, three 
children 

$55,000 9.5% of household 
income 

$0 --No one in the family qualified to buy subsidized 
exchange coverage 
  

45 year old with no 
employer coverage 

Single $55,000 N/A $0 – Individual may buy coverage in the exchange but 
would not qualify for subsidy 
Individual’s annual premium payments would be $5,609 
based on Kaiser Family Foundation’s projection of 2014 
single premium  

45 year old with no 
employer coverage 

Married, two 
children 

$55,000 7.52% of household 
income 

$10, 100 (based on Kaiser Family Foundation’s projection of 
a $14, 250 annual family premium in 2014)  Family’s annual 
premium costs would be $4,135 
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• As envisioned, “streamlined, easy to use, consumer friendly, neutral 
online marketplace for health insurance” with one-stop shopping for 
Medicaid, CHIP, subsidized coverage and other individual coverage 

• Subsidized coverage will only available for individuals purchasing 
through an exchange, not those in an employer group 

• People with adequate and affordable group coverage cannot leave group 
plan for subsidized individual exchange coverage 

• Obama Administration is attempting to rebrand Exchanges as 
“Marketplaces” 

• Three Governance Options: 
• State-Owned and Operated  
• State-Federal Partnership Model  
• Federal Fallback Exchange  

• Certified agents should be able to sell and service exchange-
based policies in all states and be compensated via means similar 
to today’s market 

16 

Exchange Marketplace  



Inside and Outside Exchanges Changes Are 
Looming that Will Impact Premiums 

• Community rating that limits rate variability to age, family 
status, smoker status and geographic area with an overall 
variation of 3 to 1 meaning that the highest rate offered for a 
product may be no more than three times the lowest rate.  
• Impacts Individual and Small Group plans 

Pricing 
Changes 

• New national premium tax, reinsurance fees, and comparative effectiveness 
tax will impact rates in 2014 and beyond. 

• Average tax cost will be over $500 for a family premium in 2014  
• Premium tax impacts all fully insured plans.  Other  insurer taxes and fees 

hit all plans 
• Other looming taxes like the medical device and RX taxes will impact all 

consumers 

New Tax 
Burden 

• Qualified individual market purchasers with family 
incomes between 100-400% of FPL through the new 
exchanges. 

• Subsidies are not available to Medicaid-eligible 
individuals. 

Subsidies 



Other Changes Will Impact The 
Marketplace and Product Design 

 • Qualified individual and small group plans will have to meet: 
• Essential health benefit requirements 
• Actuarial value requirements 
• Cost-sharing limitations 
• Separate small group deductible cap of $2000/$4000 
• HHS may provide some relief, on the deductible cap, but details 

are still unclear 
• Recent HHS decision means all plans, including large group and 

self funded, will have to meet Out-of-pocket limits tied to the 
HSA deductible limits  

Plan 
Design 

Changes 
• Increased interest in self-funding amongst smaller and 

midsized groups 
• Integration of self-funded options with other group 

coverage options 
• Changes for HRAs 
• Other compliance changes for employers 
• Increased interest may bring increased regulatory 

scrutiny 

Self-
Funded 
Changes 



Does A Renewal Date Change 
Help? 
 Employers and carriers have contemplated the idea of changing 

renewal dates to delay PPACA compliance and related costs 
 Changing a renewal date is a complicated decision and a responsible 

broker needs to help clients weigh all involved factors 
 Market reforms are generally implemented on a plan-year basis, but 

individual mandate is not.   
 There are some employer mandate transition relief options for non-

calendar year plans, but a renewal date switch generally negates them and 
then full mandate compliance would be required on January 1, 2014. 

 A renewal date change could put employers who are close to the mandate 
line and tabulating employee hours for compliance at risk of needing to 
comply on January 1, 2014. 

 Current rules require documentation of a sound business reason for a 
renewal date change and a switch may trigger a DOL audit. 
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Employer Responsibilities Under PPACA 
It’s Not Just The Mandate  
 Employers are also responsible for maintaining a PPACA-compliant 

plan, which includes adherence to market reform requirements, notice 
requirements, MLR requirements, etc.   

 While health insurance carriers assume some responsibility for fully 
insured plans, there are compliance burdens for all size employers too 
 The Department of Labor has the primary responsibility for enforcing plan 

compliance via audits and other means 
 Significant funds have been directed to the DOL for health-reform specific 

audits, and  
 Audit triggers include employee complaints, DOL’s memorandum of 

understanding with the IRS, and plan’s relationships with third-parties 
including agents 

 There can be significant penalties for noncompliance, with fines of up to 
$100 per day per violation.  

 Educating and assisting employers with their compliance 
responsibilities can be a significant opportunity for a producer 



Small Group, Large Group or Both? 
 When thinking about health reform compliance and 

options, one of the first things an employer needs to do is 
determine if they are a large group or a small group or both. 

 The health reform law turns the old small group/large 
group rules on their head.   

 The definition of small employer and large employer varies 
by provision. 

 State requirements and definitions still apply as do 
definitions used for compliance with other federal laws like 
COBRA. 

 It’s entirely possible to be a small employer and a 
large employer at the same time!  



Employer Responsibilities 
Regarding Exchanges 
 All employers that offer group 

health benefits have responsibilities 
regarding the exchanges, even if 
they do not want to purchase 
exchange-based coverage or isn’t 
eligible to purchase exchange 
coverage. 

 Exchange Notices 
 Coverage Verification  

 Individual Mandate 
 Employer Mandate 
 Subsidies 

 Quality reporting 



Other Employer Requirements 
• Limited to 90 days Waiting periods 

• Currently delayed enforcement but rules governing all 
fully insured plans expected before 2014 IRS Nondiscrimination Rules 

• Large employers must report health plan value on 2012 W2s on 
forward 

• Requirement currently optional for employers that issue less 
than 250 W2s 

• For “informational” purposes, not the taxation of benefits 

W2 Reporting 

• Employers with more than 200 employees will have to 
begin auto-enrolling new employees in benefit plans 

• Still need regulations on how opting out will work, 
coverage waivers, waiting periods, etc. 

• Effective date is unclear—not until 2015 at least 

Auto Enrollment 

• Employers will have to report income and plan data to IRS and 
HHS for the employer mandate and individual mandate and 
subsidy verification 

Coverage Verification 



Basic Coverage Rules for Large Employers 

Large employers may be 
subject to an excise tax if 

at least one full-time 
employee whose 

household income is  
between 100-400% of  FPL 
level receives a premium 
tax credit for Exchange 

coverage and the 
employer either: 

Fails to offer coverage 
to full-time 

employees and their 
dependents 

Offers coverage to 
full-time employees 
that does not meet 

the law’s affordability 
or minimum value 

standards 



Large Employer Coverage Tests 
Affordable Minimum Value 

Employee’s share of the premium cannot 
exceed 9.5% of household income.   

Affordability test is based on the 
cheapest minimum value plan the 
employer offers. 

Test is also based on the employee-only 
rate, regardless of whether or not the 
employee selects family or dependent 
coverage 

Lowest tier plan must be at least a 60% 
actuarial value 

Actuarial value is based on cost-sharing and 
out-of pocket expenses, not premiums 

Employer contributions to account-based 
plans will factor into actuarial value 

Administration has a calculator and there 
are other safe harbors employer can use 

Administration estimates that more than 
90% of large employer plans meet this 
standard now. 



 
 

Summary of Potential Employer Penalties under PPACA, Congressional Research 
Service, May 14, 2010 



Who has to be offered coverage? 
Full Time Employees (30 hours or more a week) 
Dependents who are defined as employee’s 
children under age 26 (IRC §152(f)(1)) 
 
•Employers will not face tax penalties for electing 
not to  offer coverage to spouses.   
If a spouse has no other source of affordable 
employer-sponsored coverage, he/she could get 
an exchange subsidy. 
 
 

Other Key Points About Coverage Offers 
•A large employer will be considered as offering coverage to full-time employees if they offer 
coverage to 95% of their full-time employees and dependents(or, if greater, to 5 employees). Note: 
if any of the 5% of full-time employees who are not offered coverage receive premium tax credits 
from an Exchange, the employer will be required to pay an annual penalty of $3,000 for each of 
those employees. 



Transition Relief 
• Generally, a large employer who currently offers a non-calendar year 

plan will not be liable for tax penalties for months prior to the first 
day of their plan year beginning in 2014.  

• Large employers will not have to make mid-year changes in 2014 to 
meet the law’s coverage requirements. For example, if an employer 
maintained a plan with a March 1 renewal date, the employer need to 
ensure that the eligible employees are offered coverage that meets the 
law’s affordability and minimum value standards by February 28, 2014   

Non-Calendar 
Year Plans 

• Employers will not face tax penalties relating to the 
offering of dependent coverage provided that 
employers take steps during plan years that begin in 
2014 toward satisfying the dependent coverage 
requirements.  

Dependent 
Coverage 

• Employers have the option of amending one or 
more of their cafeteria plans to permit an employee 
to make a one time mid-year change in election 
without a qualifying event 

Cafeteria 
Plans 



Controlled Group Rules 

 Determining controlled group status  is very 
complicated and a broker cannot legally do this for an 
employer.  A summary of the rule for reference  is it is 
two or more corporations generally connected 
through common control/stock ownership in any of 
the following ways: 
 Parent-subsidiary group  
 Brother-sister group  
 Combined group  

 Normal shared ownership percentage is 80% but it 
can vary! 

 For reference, the IRS attempts to explain it all in this 
108-page publication!  

  http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/epchd704.pdf  
 

Important Points to Know 
 
•The group’s CPA /tax counsel should 
already know what they are and this is not 
something a broker can legally determine 
for a company. 
•The controlled group rules apply for 401Ks 
too. 
•The tax penalties will be applied separately 
to each member of the controlled group and 
each is separately liable, but for penalty 
purposes the whole group can only subtract 
30 employees one time and must  split the 
reduction based on the number of 
employees employed by each member 
company being penalized. 

In companies with common ownership, the IRS controlled group rules apply and all 
employees of controlled group are counted to determine mandate applicability. 

http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/epchd704.pdf


Determining Full-Time Employee Status 
 Generally, an employee who was employed on average at least 30 hours of service per week or 

130 hours of service per month is considered full-time.  
 When calculating hours of service, the following rules apply:  

 The common law definition of employee is used.  
 All hours of service an employee performs for members of the controlled group are 

counted.  
 Each hour for which an employee is paid, or entitled to payment, for performance of 

duties for the employer is counted including vacation, holiday, illness, incapacity 
(including disability), layoff, jury duty, military duty or leave of absence 

 Special rules for variable hour employees 
 For union/multi-employer plans, an employer won’t be penalized if:  

 The employer is required to make a contribution to a multiemployer plan with respect to 
a full-time employee pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement or appropriate related 
participation agreement  

 Coverage under the multiemployer plan is offered to the full-time employee (and the 
employee’s dependents)  

 The coverage offered to the full-time employee meets the law’s affordability and 
minimum value standards  

 
 



Many Employers May Try To Be 
49ers and 29ers 

Employers can determine whether they are 
large employers and subject to the mandate 

based on a period of six consecutive calendar 
months as chosen by the employer in the 2013 
calendar year, rather than based on the entire 

2013 calendar year.  

The January 1, 2014, compliance 
deadline is not delayed for smaller 
employers determined to be large 
employers based on the six-month 

calculation.  



Helping Your Clients Make The 
Right Decisions 
 There are a number of online calculators out there that can tabulate 

potential penalties and also potential individual exchange subsidy 
awards. 
 NAHU has just released an online decision tool to use with your employer 

clients. 
https://members.nahu.org/NAHU_Prod_Imis/?ReturnUrl=https://membe
rs.nahu.org/nahu_prod_imis/SSO/BounceBack.aspx?doRedirect=http://w
ww.nahu.org/members/benefits/acatool.cfm  

 The Kaiser Family Foundation maintains the most accurate subsidy 
calculator available, although it has its limitations 

 http://healthreform.kff.org/subsidycalculator.aspx  
 But it’s not just about doing the penalty math.  When making coverage 

decisions you have to work with your employer clients and lead them 
through a holistic decision making process.   

 All of the new options on the table for employers translate into an 
excellent opportunity for an educated and motivated broker. 

https://members.nahu.org/NAHU_Prod_Imis/?ReturnUrl=https://members.nahu.org/nahu_prod_imis/SSO/BounceBack.aspx?doRedirect=http://www.nahu.org/members/benefits/acatool.cfm
https://members.nahu.org/NAHU_Prod_Imis/?ReturnUrl=https://members.nahu.org/nahu_prod_imis/SSO/BounceBack.aspx?doRedirect=http://www.nahu.org/members/benefits/acatool.cfm
https://members.nahu.org/NAHU_Prod_Imis/?ReturnUrl=https://members.nahu.org/nahu_prod_imis/SSO/BounceBack.aspx?doRedirect=http://www.nahu.org/members/benefits/acatool.cfm
http://healthreform.kff.org/subsidycalculator.aspx


Questions to Ask Employer Clients 

What is your mix of 
full and part-time 

employees?   

Could an adjustment 
of employee status 
reduce your penalty 

exposure?   

Could the adjustment 
of premium subsidies 
to employees versus 
dependents make a 

difference?  

If you provide coverage 
today, how does the 
cost of that coverage 
compare to your total 

penalty exposure?  

What are the reasons 
why the employer 
provides coverage 

today?  

Has the employer 
considered all options, 

including non-
monetary concerns?  



Other Points to Consider  
 There are no penalties or employer responsibility requirements now, yet most 

employers offer coverage today. 
 Penalties may increase over time as more employers choose to pay penalties rather 

than provide coverage.  Penalties do not fully offset coverage costs in exchange, 
adding incentive for increases in penalty amounts. 

 If employer increases salary to make up for lost benefits, employer FICA tax 
obligations will also increase; whereas employer-sponsored benefits are excluded 
from income. 

 Employers who offer coverage rarely, if ever have a 100% take-up rate.  However, 
employers who fail to offer coverage pay penalties for 100% of eligible workers. 

 If employees choose to remain uninsured rather than seek coverage, increased 
absenteeism and presentee-ism may result.  Furthermore, workers compensation 
costs may go up for what are actually non-work related health costs. 

 Employers that drop coverage generally must drop it for all—in all liklihood 
management carveouts will be tough to maintain post-2014 

 Competitors may seek an advantage by offering coverage  
 There may be a PR back-lash for not offering coverage  
 



Which Provisions Apply? 
Provision Group Size  
Employer Mandate 
(Must offer FT 
employees affordable 
and minimum value 
coverage) 

•50+ FT Equivalents   
•Uses a new definition of FT employee of 30 hours/week 
•PT employees count on a pro-rata basis to determine applicability 
but do not need to be offered coverage 
•IRS Controlled Group Rules Apply 

W2 Reporting 
(Must report value of 
health benefits—just 
reporting, no taxation) 

•Requirement applicability is currently clear for 2012 (W2 issued in 
2013) ONLY 
•Mandatory for groups that issue 250 or more W2s.  Optional for 
other groups for 2012 but will eventually apply to all. 
•Applicability "based upon the rule in § 6011(e) that exempts 
employers from filing returns electronically if they file fewer than 
250 returns."   
•Groups should verify with CPA but generally can apply on a 
separate employer basis unless the group uses a common 
paymaster. 

Cadillac Tax (begins in 
2018) 

•All group health plans 

Auto-Enrollment 
(effective date unclear 
but at least 2015) 

•All groups of 200 or more employees  



Which Provisions Apply? 
Provision Group Size Applicability 

 
Market Reforms 
(Required to buy a 
qualified health plan, 
EHBs, metal levels, MCR, 
etc.) 

•State definition of small group until December 31, 2015 
•Effective January 1, 2016 small group definition becomes 1-100 for all states 
•If a state allows large groups in the  exchange after 2017, then market rules apply 
to them too 
•Grandfathered plans exempt 

Small Group Deductible 
Cap 

•State definition of small group until December 31, 2015 
•Effective January 1, 2016 small group definition becomes 1-100 for all states 
•Grandfathered plans exempt 
•May be HHS  

Maximum Out-of-Pocket 
Limits 

•Tied to annual HAS limits and includes deductibles and other costs sharing 
•New guidance suggests they apply to all non-grandfathered plans, including 
large group and self-funded plans 

Exchanges •Individual plans (only policies that are eligible for  premium subsidy) 
•State definition of small group for SHOP exchange until 2016 
•Effective January 1, 2016 small group definition becomes 1-100 for all states 
•Sole proprietors currently not SHOP eligible 
•Post January 1, 2017 a state may elect to allow larger groups into the SHOP 
exchange 
•Grandfathered plans exempt 



Which Provisions Apply? 
Provision Group Size Applicability 
105 H Non 
Discrimination Rules 

•All fully insured and self-funded group health plans except 
grandfathered plans 
•Currently not enforced for fully insured plans, but rules specially 
designed for these plans expected to be promulgated in 2013 

Summary of Benefits 
and Coverage 

All individual and group plans 

Age 26,  Rescissions, 
Prohibitions on benefit 
limits 

All individual and group plans 

Preventive Care, Claims 
appeals and provider 
choice and out-of-
network emergency care 

All individual and group plans except grandfathered plans 

New National Premium 
Tax 

Individual and fully insured groups 

Employer Reporting to 
Exchanges 

All group plans—guidance pending 

New National 
Reinsurance Fee  

All individual and group plans 
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Health reform is complicated. Your can help 
your clients avoid this situation! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide can be used to reaffirm the value of the broker, the role the broker can have to provide assistance and support to employer clients and the value of NAHU membership for compliance and government relations support if speaking to a NAHU audience.  



NAHU Resources to Help  
•Washington Update 
•Compliance Corner 

•Resources and Webinars 
•Customized Answers to 
Compliance Questions 

•Coming in the next few weeks 
•FAQs  
•Blog 

•PPACA Certification Course 
•New Health Reform Decision Tool 
for Employer Clients 



Thank you!   
 
 Kenneth L. Schmidt, CLU, RHU, REBC  

National Association of Health 
Underwriters 
636-938-1190 

kenjamin1@sbcglobal.net 
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